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Abstract
Sometimes a proposition is 'opaque' to an agent: (s)he doesn't know it, but
(s)he does know something about how coming to know it should affect his
or her credence function. It is tempting to assume that a rational agent's
credence function coheres in a certain way with his or her knowledge of
these opaque propositions, and I call this the 'Opaque Proposition Principle'.
The principle is compelling but demonstrably false. I explain this incongruity
by showing that the principle is ambiguous: the term 'know' as it appears in
the principle can be interpreted in two different ways, as either basic-know
or super-know. I use this distinction to construct a plausible version of the
principle, and then to similarly construct plausible versions of the Reflection
Principle and the Sure-Thing Principle.

1. The Opaque Proposition Principle

I begin by illustrating the Opaque Proposition Principle with an example.
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Suppose that you have bought a ticket in the World's Smallest Lottery. There are four tickets
(tickets 1, 2, 3 and 4) and four players, each of whom has bought a single ticket. There are
two prizes, and so two of the four tickets have been selected randomly as the winners. Your
ticket is number 1. Assuming that you are rational, what is your credence that (WIN1) your
ticket number 1 is a winner?

Of course, your credence in WIN1 is 1/2.2 Now consider what your credence in WIN1 would
be were you to learn simply that (WIN2) ticket 2 is a winning ticket. We can assume that your
credence in WIN1 in this counterfactual situation would — and rationally should — equal your
actual conditional credence in WIN1 given WIN2, which is 1/3.3 Similarly, your credence in
WIN1 would be 1/3 if instead you were to learn just WIN3, or if you were to learn just WIN4.
As things stand, you do not know any of WIN2, WIN3 or WIN4, but you do know that at least
one of these claims must be true, because there must be two winning tickets. You know then
that there is some true proposition (either WIN2, WIN3 or WIN4) such that if you were to
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To check this, let's fill in a bit of detail about the process by which the organizer picks out two tickets.

First (s)he picks out one ticket at random from amongst the four; then (s)he picks out a further winning
ticket from the remaining three tickets. Thus there are two ways that ticket 1 might be selected: one
way is by being selected on the first draw, and the other is by not being selected on the first draw but
being selected on the subsequent draw. Thus Cr(WIN1) = Cr(ticket 1 is selected on the first draw) +
Cr(ticket 1 is not selected on the first draw but is selected on the subsequent draw) = 1/4 + (3/4 x 1/3) =
1

/2.
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Cr(WIN1|WIN2) = Cr(WIN1&WIN2)/Cr(WIN2). To calculate Cr(WIN1&WIN2), consider that there are

two ways that (WIN1&WIN2) could be true: ticket 1 could be selected on the first draw, and then
ticket 2 on the second draw, or vice-versa. Thus Cr(WIN1&WIN2) = (1/4 x 1/3) + (1/4 x 1/3) = 1/6. Cr(WIN2)
= 1/2. Thus Cr(WIN1|WIN2) = 1/3.
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come to know it, you would — and rationally should — have a credence of 1/3 in WIN1. Doesn't
it follow that your actual current credence in WIN1 should be 1/3? After all, you know that
there is a true proposition that would rightly drive your credence in WIN1 down to 1/3 if you
but knew it. You do not know this proposition — it is opaque to you — but isn't knowing that
there is such a proposition enough?4

Underlying this piece is reasoning is what I am calling the 'Opaque Proposition Principle',
which is as follows:

If:

for some claim H and value v, an agent knows that there is a true proposition E such
that if (s)he were to come to know E (and not to learn or forget anything else)5, then
his or her credence in H should be v,

Then: that agent ought to have a credence of v in H.
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The claims WIN2, WIN3 and WIN4 are not disjoint, for it may be, for example, that WIN2 and WIN3

are both true. The claim that there is some true proposition E amongst these can be read in two
different ways: it can be read as the claim that there is at least one true proposition amongst these;
or it can be read as the claim that there is exactly one true proposition (namely E) amongst these. The
focus of section 3 below is a more careful analysis of this sort of claim and its ambiguities.
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It might here be objected that whenever an agent learns some proposition ‘E’, he or she will also

inevitably learn in addition how (s)he came to learn E. This is not a necessary truth: it is at the very
least logically possible for an agent to learn some proposition E without also learning anything about
how (s)he came to learn E. This is all that is needed for the OP principle to be coherent. I delve more
deeply into this issue in 4 (on ‘Selection Bias’).
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This Opaque Proposition (OP) Principle is related to the principle known as 'Expert Deference'
(Gaifman, 1988; Hall, 1994; Elga A. , 2007; Titelbaum, 2013; Hedden, 2015), which in turn is
an adaptation of the Reflection Principle (van Fraassen, 1984). Expert Deference states that
for any agent that you recognize as an expert, you (with credence function Cryou) ought to
defer to that expert (with credence function Crex), in the following sense: for any claim H and
value v such that Cryou(Crex(H)=v)>0, Cr(H|Crex(H)=v)=v. The definition of an expert on this view
is an agent who shares your priors, knows all that you know plus some additional evidence
(call it E), and is perfectly rational and so has simply conditionalized on E.6 The OP Principle is
in one sense more general than Expert Deference, because the OP Principle requires you to
defer to the credence function that you would (and should) have were you to conditionalize
on E — i.e. to defer to a merely counterfactual credence function — whereas Expert
Deference applies only when there is some actual individual, either yourself at a later time,
or some other person, who actually has conditionalized on E. In another sense the OP
Principle is narrower than Expert Deference, as the OP Principle applies only when you know
what credence you should have in H were you to conditionalize on E. We can generalize the
OP Principle, but in doing so we brush over the ambiguity that I wish to highlight. Here then I
will briefly mention the generalized formalization, before returning to our original version.
For the generalized formalization, let Cr designate the credence function of an agent, and CrE
designate the credence function that that agent would have were (s)he to come to know just
E and conditionalize, as rationality demands, on what (s)he has learnt. Then we require that
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Of course, the notion of an 'expert' is relative to some agent at a time. Someone may be an expert

relative to me now (i.e. share my priors, know all I currently know and more), but not be an expert
relative to you.
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for any claim H and value v such that Cr(CrE(H)=v)>0, Cr(H|CrE(H)=v)=v. We will return to this
generalized formulation later: for now, we focus on the original version of the OP Principle.7

The OP Principle is compelling at first sight. It is definitely wrong however. To demonstrate
this, I now give an argument parallel to that given above, but yielding a different and
incompatible conclusion. First consider how your credence in WIN1 would (and should)
change were you to learn that (LOSE2) ticket 2 is a losing ticket. This is equivalent to your
current conditional credence in WIN1 given LOSE2, which is 2/3.8 Similarly, your credence in
WIN1 would be 2/3 were you to learn LOSE3, or were you to learn LOSE4. As things stand, you
know that at least one of LOSE2, LOSE3 or LOSE4 must be true (because only 2 tickets win),
and so you know that there is some proposition such that if you were to come to know it, you
should have a credence of 2/3 in WIN1. Thus by the OP Principle it follows that your credence
in WIN1 should be 2/3. This contradicts our earlier conclusion that your credence in WIN1
should be 1/3: your credence in WIN1 cannot be required to be both 2/3 and 1/3.
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We could also consider how the OP principle relates to Feldman's principle that 'evidence for

evidence is evidence' (the 'EEE' principle) (Feldman, 2007). Though the principles are not the same,
and neither entails the other, there are nevertheless interesting relations between them. Of particular
interest are attempts to disambiguate the EEE principle (Fitelson, 2012), and the discussion in the
literature over whether the EEE principle should be given a de re or de dicto reading (Roche, 2014; Tal
& Comesaña, 2015) which bears interesting relations to my discussion in section 3 over whether E
should be taken as a variable or a name.
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Cr(WIN1|LOSE2) = Cr(WIN1&LOSE2)/Cr(LOSE2). To calculate (WIN1&LOSE2), consider that there are

four ways that (WIN1&LOSE2) could be true: ticket 1 is drawn first and ticket 3 drawn second; ticket
1 is drawn first and ticket 4 drawn second; ticket 3 is drawn first and ticket 1 drawn second; ticket 4 is
drawn first and ticket 1 drawn second. Thus Cr(WIN1 & LOSE2) = (1/4 x 1/3) + (1/4 x 1/3) + (1/4 x 1/3) + (1/4
x 1/3) = 4/12 = 1/3. Cr(LOSE2) 1/2. Thus Cr(WIN1|LOSE2) = 2/3.
5

Thus the OP Principle is certainly wrong, and yet it has an intuitive appeal. My aim in this
paper is to reconcile these two facts. I argue that the principle is correct under one reading,
but incorrect under another. To distinguish these two readings, I first need to tease apart two
different senses of the word 'know'.

2. Two senses of know

There are many different grammatical constructions involving the word 'know' and its
derivations. For example, we might say, 'Kate knows Sam': here 'knows' is followed by a name,
and we are attributing knowledge-by-acquaintance to Kate. Or we might say, 'Kate knows
how to tie her shoelaces', and here 'knows' is followed by a 'how to' clause, and we are
attributing something like an ability to Kate. Or we might say, 'Kate knows that the Battle of
Hastings happened in 1066', and here 'knows' is followed by a 'that' clause, and we are
attributing propositional knowledge to Kate. If we now let E denote the proposition that the
Battle of Hastings happened in 1066, then we can say, 'Kate knows E'. Here 'knows' is followed
by a name, but we are not attributing knowledge-by-acquaintance to Kate: E denotes a
proposition, and we are attributing propositional knowledge to Kate. This is the sort of
construction that I am interested in: where 'knows' is followed by a name or definite
description, and where that name or definite description denotes a proposition, and what is
attributed is propositional knowledge.9

9

Some people think that propositions are too coarse-grained to be the objects of knowledge: see

(King, Soames, & Speaks, 2014) for the history and current thinking on this issue. My point here can
be re-worded to accommodate various views in this debate — e.g. we might take E to be a sentence6

I claim that there are two ways of reading 'know' when it appears in this sort of construction,
and I call these 'basic-know' and 'super-know'. To basic-know E is simply to know the
proposition that 'E' denotes. To super-know E is to know which proposition 'E' denotes. It is
possible then to basic-know E without super-knowing E: you might know E, without knowing
that that proposition is E. It is also possible to super-know E without basic-knowing E: you
might know which proposition E is, without knowing that proposition — perhaps because you
don't believe it.

Here is an example to illustrate these two different readings of 'know'.

The Guru's Second Tenet
You are in the process of joining a religious organization. The leaders want to figure out
whether you are worthy. They wonder — do you know any of the Guru's Twelve Tenets?
Every member of the organization is expected to know at least one of these. This is the
first time that you have heard of the Guru and his Tenets, and you are quite unable to
tell the leaders what any of them are. The leaders conclude that as you do not know
any of the tenets, you need to attend an introductory course before you can be
considered a member.

like entity rather than a proposition, or we might take 'knows' in this construction to denote a threeplace relation between a person, a proposition (such as E) and a guise.
7

Now as it happens, the Guru's Second Tenet is that knowledge is the greatest gift, and
through your own insight or experience you do already know that knowledge is the
greatest gift — you just don't know that this is the Guru's Second Tenet. In a sense then
you already know the Guru's Second Tenet: you basic-know it, but you don't superknow it. Have the leaders made a mistake in concluding that you don't know any of the
Guru's Twelve Tenets? It's not obvious: perhaps it depends on which sense of 'know'
(basic-know or super-know) the leaders have in mind, or would have in mind if they
considered the distinction.

We can contrast your state of mind with that of another candidate who can confidently
identify each of the Guru's Twelve Tenets with a proposition, but does not know any of
them. For example, when asked what the Guru's Second Tenet is, this candidate
correctly identifies this as the proposition that knowledge is the greatest gift, but (s)he
does not actually believe — let alone know — that knowledge is the greatest gift. Does
this candidate know the Guru's Second Tenet? (S)he knows it in one sense, in that (s)he
super-knows it, but (s)he does not basic-know it. Whether (s)he should qualify as
knowing this tenet depends on what sense of 'know' is appropriate here.

This scenario of the Guru's Twelve Tenets illustrates the possible readings of 'know' as it
appears in the construction that I am interested in. There are numerous other scenarios we
could explore along the same lines. For example, for a pupil at a school to count as knowing
Pythagoras' Theorem, does (s)he need to basic-know it, super-know it, or both? When the
doctor asks whether you know the conclusion of the latest study on back-pain, is (s)he asking
whether you basic-know it, or super-know it? Wherever the construction that I am interested
8

in occurs, we can ask how 'know' should be read. Which reading is correct depends on the
details of the scenario: in one context it may be more natural to read 'know' as basic-know;
in another context, super-know may be the more natural reading; and in some scenarios
either reading may be appropriate and there will be genuine ambiguity.

Here I add a final comment on the distinction, which will become relevant later in this paper.
The term 'super-know' introduces a certain sort of intensionality. It is often said that
psychological terms such as 'know' introduce an intensional context: for example many would
claim that a rational person can know that Hesperus is visible in the evening, without knowing
that Phosphorus is visible in the evening. Various moves can be made in response to this
thought: we might claim that propositions are fine-grained enough to distinguish between
these scenarios; or that the objects of belief are not (merely) propositions; and other solutions
are possible. With super-knowledge, however, we introduce a further layer of intensionality.
Whatever the objects of belief turn out to be, it is possible for a rational agent to super-know
such an object under one designator, but not under another. This is because whether an agent
super-knows some object of belief E depends on whether she recognizes that object as E.
Thus for example suppose that Pythagoras Theorem and the proposition (or whatever is the
correct type of thing to be an object of belief) expressed by the first sentence on page 14 of
my maths book, are identical. Then if I basic-know one, I basic-know the other, but I might
super-know one without super-knowing the other. For example, I might know what
proposition Pythagoras' Theorem is, without knowing what the proposition expressed by the
first sentence on page 14 of my maths book is. In this way, super-knowledge (but not basicknowledge) introduces a further layer of intensionality.

9

Having teased apart these two senses of the word 'know', I turn to apply this distinction to
the puzzle with which we began.

3. Disambiguating the Opaque Proposition Principle

We began with the OP Principle, which is intuitively compelling but demonstrably false:

If:

for some claim H and value v, an agent knows that there is a true proposition E such
that if (s)he were to come to know* E (and not to learn or forget anything else) then
his or her credence in H should be v,

Then: that agent ought to have a credence of v in H.

The word 'know' (or derivations of it) appears twice in this piece of reasoning. In its first
appearance, it is followed by a 'that' clause, so this is not the construction that interests us.
In its second appearance (where it is starred) it is followed by 'E', which looks like a name for
a proposition. This is an example of the construction that I am interested in, and here there
are two different ways of taking the word 'know': as basic-know or as super-know.10 I claim
that the OP Principle is true when we take 'know' here to mean super-know, but false when
we take it to mean basic-know. This explains why the principle is both intuitively compelling
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Note that the antecedent entails that the agent knows that E is true, so if the agent super-knows E,

she also knows that E is true, and thereby basic-knows E.
10

but demonstrably false: the principle is intuitively compelling because it is actually true under
one reading, even though under a different reading the principle is false.

I begin by showing that the OP Principle is false when the relevant instance of 'know' is taken
to mean basic-know.

The 'basic-know' reading

Here we face yet more complexity, for if we take the relevant instance of 'know' to mean
basic-know, then there are at least two ways of interpreting the antecedent clause of the OP
Principle. I wrote above that 'E' looks like a name for a proposition, but 'E' could alternatively
be taken as a variable ranging over propositions.11 I show that on either of these
interpretations (i.e. regardless of whether we take 'E' as a name or as a variable), provided
that we take 'know' to mean basic-know, the OP Principle is false.

We can see this by returning to our case of the World's Smallest Lottery. Recall that you hold
ticket 1, and clearly your credence that (WIN1) your ticket will win should be 1/2. Yet you know
that at least one of the claims WIN2, WIN3 and WIN4 must be true, and that if you were to
come to know any one of these claims then your credence in WIN1 should become 1/3.
Interpreting 'know' as basic-know, and taking 'E' as a variable, then, we can see then that the
following claim is true in our world’s smallest lottery case:

11

The principle is written in English (albeit rather technical English), so there is no rule of syntax to

determine whether 'E' is to be read as a name or variable.
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You know that there exists some true proposition E such that if you were to come to
basic-know E (and not to learn or forget anything else) then your credence in WIN1
should be 1/3.12

This claim (including the whole conditional embedded within it) is an instantiation of the
antecedent of the OP principle. Thus — if we allow the OP principle to guide us here — the
relevant instantiation of the consequent of the OP principle follows: your credence in WIN1
should be 1/3. But of course it isn’t the case that your credence in WIN1 should be 1/3. Thus
we can see that the OP Principle is false when we take the relevant instance of 'know' to mean
'basic-know', and 'E' as a variable.13

What happens if we continue to read 'know' as basic-know, but rather than take E as a
variable, we take it as a name denoting some particular proposition? To illustrate this reading,
let us return to the World’s Smallest Lottery example, and give a definite definition to fix the
referent of the name ‘E’.14 First let us define the predicate G as follows: a proposition is G iff
it meets the following criteria:
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Of course, there may be more than one such proposition. For example, it may be that WIN2 and

WIN 3 are both true, and coming to basic-know either of these propositions would rightly drive your
credence in WIN1 down to 1/3. Thus the claim is not that you know that there exists exactly one true
proposition E such that if you were to come to basic-know E then your credence in WIN1 should be
1

/3, but rather than you know that there exists at least one such true proposition.
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As before, both here and below we could show that the OP Principle so interpreted leads not just

to a counterintuitive conclusion, but to contradictory conclusions.
14

There are many other ways that ‘E’ could be defined: here I just pick one way, as this is sufficient to

show that the OP principle (with the relevant instance of ‘know’ read as basic-know) is false.
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i)

If WIN2 is true, then WIN2 is G (and no other proposition is)

ii)

If WIN2 is false and WIN3 is true, then WIN3 is G (and no other proposition is)

iii)

If both WIN2 and WIN3 are false, then WIN4 is G (and no other proposition is)

Now we can use a definite description — ‘the proposition that is G’ — to denote a proposition,
and we can stipulate that ‘E’ denotes the proposition so described.15 Note that this
description will denote one and only one proposition, and the proposition so denoted will be
true — for it will denote WIN2 only if WIN2 is true, WIN3 only if WIN3 is true (and WIN2 is
false), and WIN4 only if both WIN2 and WIN3 are false in which case WIN4 will be true
(because at least two tickets must win).16 We can now consider the following claim, which is
an instantiation of the antecedent of the OP principle, with the second instance of ‘know’
read as basic-know:

You know that there is a true proposition, namely E (defined as above), such that if you
were to come to basic-know E (and not to learn or forget anything else), then your
credence in WIN1 should be 1/3.

15

I do not here imply that every name is merely a disguised definite description. But my argument

does depend on there being some names which are ‘descriptive names’ — i.e. ‘names whose referent
is fixed by a description’ (Evans, 1979, p. 162). For in order to show that the OP principle is false when
the relevant instance of ‘know’ is taken to mean basic-know, and ‘E’ is taken as a name, the
instantiation of the principle that I use as a counterexample in the text interprets ‘E’ as a descriptive
name.
I should add that we can rigidify the definite description which fixes the referent of E without affecting
my argument in this paper.
16

The name E denotes some proposition, or event. But you do not know which proposition (out of

WIN2, WIN3 and WIN4) E denotes: it is opaque. We can and do reason about propositions denoted in
this sort of way. For example, we might learn that what Bob said wasn’t very kind, and conditionalize
on this piece of information, without knowing what Bob said.
13

This claim is true. For you know that E will be either WIN2, WIN3, or WIN4. And so you know
that if you were to come to basic-know E, you would just come to (basic-)know either WIN2,
WIN3, or WIN4.17 You know that if you were to come to (basic-)know WIN2 (without learning
or forgetting anything else) then your credence in WIN1 should be 1/3 — and the same holds
if you were to come to (basic-)know either WIN3 or WIN4.18 Thus this instantiation of the
antecedent of the OP principle is true, and so if the OP principle holds then the relevant
instantiation of the consequent follows: you ought to have a credence of 1/3 in WIN1. But it is
not the case that you ought to have a credence of 1/3 in WIN1, and so the OP principle leads us
astray here. Thus the OP principle is false if we take the relevant instance of ‘know’ to mean basicknow, and read ‘E’ as a proper name.

Thus I have shown that — whether we take 'E' as a name or a variable — the OP Principle is
false when the relevant instance of 'know' is read as basic-know. I turn now to consider how
the OP Principle fares when the relevant instance of 'know' is read as super-know.

The 'super-know' reading

17

WIN2, WIN3 and WIN4 are not disjoint, for it may be that two of these propositions are true

together. Thus the set of propositions that you think you might come to know when you come to
basic-know E do not form a partition.
18

Here again I am assuming (reasonably, in my view) that it is possible for an agent to come to (basic-

) know some proposition (e.g. WIN2) without also coming to know how (s)he came to know it. I engage
with an objection to this view in section 4 (on ‘Selection Bias’).
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On this reading, 'E' must be interpreted as a name for a proposition, rather than as a variable.
This is because to super-know E is to know which proposition 'E' denotes, and if 'E' is a variable
then 'E' does not denote at all, and so what it would be to super-know E is undefined. Let us
suppose then as before that in the case of the World's Smallest Lottery, 'E' names the
proposition which is G. Let us now consider the following claim:

You know that there is a proposition, namely E (defined as above), such that if you were
to come to super-know E, then your credence in WIN1 should be 1/3.

This claim (including its embedded conditional) is an instantiation of the antecedent of the
OP Principle (with the relevant instance of ‘know’ read as super-know). If this claim were true,
then the OP principle would lead us to the false conclusion that your credence in WIN1 ought
to be 1/3. But fortunately, the claim is not true. To see this, consider that you know that E is
WIN2, WIN3 or WIN4, but you don’t know which it is. Let us go through each possibility in
turn. Firstly, you know that if you were to come to super-know E, and E was WIN2, then your
credence in WIN1 should indeed be 1/3. This is because to come to super-know E would be to
come to know that E is WIN2, and so that WIN2 is G, and from this you can (only) deduce that
WIN2 is true. Secondly, you know that if you were to come to super-know E, and E was WIN3,
then your credence in WIN1 should remain at 1/2. This is because to come to super-know E
would be to come to know that E is WIN3, and so that WIN3 is G, and from this you can deduce
both that WIN2 is false and that WIN3 is true. Finally you know that if you were to come to
super-know E, and E was WIN4, then your credence in WIN1 should increase to 1. This is
because to come to super-know E would be to come to know that E is WIN4, and so that WIN4
is G, and from this you can deduce that both WIN2 and WIN3 must be false, and so that WIN1
15

and WIN4 must be true. Thus we can see that it is not the case that you know that if you were
to come to super-know E, then your credence in WIN1 should be 1/3. Indeed given the
definition of E that we are working with here, there is no n such that you know that if you
were to come to super-know E, then your credence in WIN1 should n: you do not know what
your credence in WIN1 ought to be — whether it ought to be 1/3, 1/2 or 1 — on coming to
super-know E, for that will depend on what proposition E is. Thus the OP principle does not
lead us into trouble here.

More generally, no matter how we define E, provided we interpret the relevant instance of
'know' as super-know, the OP Principle will not lead us astray. To see this, let us start by
assuming the antecedent of the OP principle (with ‘know’ read as super-know), and show that
the consequent can be derived. The antecedent is as follows: for some H and v, an agent
knows that there is some proposition E such that if (s)he were to come to super-know E, then
his or her credence in H should be v. To come to super-know E is just to come to (basic-)know
some proposition of the form E is the proposition that such-and-such. Let S = {S1, S2, ... Sn} be
the set of propositions that the agent thinks might be what (s)he needs to basic-know in order
to come to super-know E.19 More precisely, for every proposition Si such that the agent thinks
that coming to super-know E might consist in coming to basic-know Si, Si will be a member of
the set S; and for every proposition Si in S, the agent thinks that coming to super-know E might
consist in coming to basic-know Si; and finally the same proposition will not appear twice in
the set S. It follows that the set S is a partition: at least one proposition in S is true (for E must

19

So for example in our case of the world’s smallest lottery, with E defined using a definite description

as on page 12, the set S of propositions that you think might be what you need to basic-know in order
to come to super-know E, will be {E is WIN2, E is WIN3, E is WIN4}.
16

be some proposition), and no more than one proposition in S is true (for E can only be one
proposition).20 Then the antecedent of the OP Principle — i.e. the claim that the agent knows
that if (s)he were to come to super-know E, then his or her credence in H should be v — is
equivalent to the claim that the agent knows that if (s)he were to come to basic-know any
proposition in the set S, then his or her credence in H should be v. Given that the set S is a
partition, it follows automatically from the probability axioms that the agent's credence in H
should be v.21 Thus the consequent of the appealing reasoning is guaranteed to follow from
the antecedent. Provided then that we interpret the relevant instance of 'know' as superknow, the appealing reasoning cannot lead us astray.22,23

20

That E must denote one and only one proposition follows from the fact that the agent knows that

there is some proposition E — given that we are taking ‘E’ as a name rather than a variable.
21

To see this, consider first that knowledge is factive, so from the claim that the agent knows that if

(s)he were to come to basic-know any proposition in the set S, then his or her credence in H should
be v, it follows that if the agent were to come to basic-know any proposition in the set S, then his or
her credence in H should be v. Thus it follows that for any SiS, Cr(H|Si)=v. From Cr(H|Si)=v, we can
infer that Cr(H&Si)/Cr(Si)= v, and so Cr(H&Si) = vCr(Si). Thus from the claim that for any SiS, Cr(H|Si)=v,
we can infer that Cr(H&S1)+Cr(H&S2)+...+Cr(H&Sn)=vCr(S1)+vCr(S2)+...+vCr(Sn). Given that S is a
partition, Cr(H&S1)+Cr(H&S2)+...+Cr(H&Sn) = Cr(H), and Cr(S1)+Cr(S2)+...+Cr(Sn) = 1. Thus it follows that
Cr(H)=v.
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Proofs of 'Modified Reflection' and 'Expert Deference' can be found in (Weisberg, 2005), (Briggs,

2009) and (Hedden, 2015). These proofs relate in interesting ways to my proof of the OP principle
here, though they rely on different assumptions.
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Here there is an interesting link to the Monty Hall Problem (Selvin, 1975; Savant, 1990) and I thank

an anonymous reviewer for stressing this connection. When (in the Monty Hall scenario) the
gameshow host opens a door revealing a goat, you do not merely come to basic-know the information
that he has chosen to reveal to you, which might be for example that door number 2 contains a goat.
Rather, you come to super-know the information that he has chosen to reveal to you: in addition to
knowing that (say) door number 2 contains a goat, you also know that this is the information that the
17

Thus I have shown that the OP Principle is false when the relevant instance of 'know' is
interpreted as basic-know, but true when it is interpreted as super-know. I turn now to the
generalized version of the OP Principle that I mentioned in section 1. Here we let Cr designate
the credence function of an agent, and CrE designate the credence function that that agent
would have were (s)he to come to know E and simply conditionalize on that new evidence, as
rationality demands. Then the generalized version of the OP Principle requires that for any
claim H and value v such that Cr(CrE(H)=v)>0, Cr(H|CrE(H)=v)=v. I wrote in section 1 that this
generalized version skated over the ambiguity that I wanted to highlight, and we can now
pinpoint where this happens: in the definition of CrE. We can see that this notation involves a
name 'E' for a proposition, and thus we can draw a distinction here like that between basicknow and super-know. Where CrE is defined as the credence function that the agent would
have were (s)he to come to know E and conditionalize as rationality demands, the instance of
'know' immediately before 'E' could be taken as either basic-know or super-know. I propose
for clarity that we adopt some new terminology: CrE is the credence function that the agent
would have were she to come to basic-know E (and conditionalize as rationality demands),
and CrE* is the credence function that the agent would have were she to come to super-know
E (and conditionalize as rationality demands). Then we can consider two different versions of
the generalized OP Principle. The first requires that for any claim H and value v such that
Cr(CrE(H)=v)>0, Cr(H|CrE(H)=v)=v. The second requires that for any claim H and value v such
that Cr(CrE*(H)=v)>0, Cr(H|CrE*(H)=v)=v. I claim — in parallel with my claims about the non-

gameshow host has chosen to reveal to you. It is this super-knowledge, along with some background
information about the set-up, which allows you to arrive at the right decision — to switch doors.
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generalized OP Principle — that the first principle involving CrE is false, but the second
principle involving CrE* is true.

Having clarified how the OP Principles should be interpreted, I turn now to briefly consider
the relevance of my points for a range of other debates: selection bias, the Reflection
Principle, and the Sure-Thing Principle.

4. Selection Bias24

When an agent comes to know a proposition, there is often some 'selection process', or
'information-gathering process' that led to the agent's coming to know that proposition.25 A
rational agent will take into account not just the most obvious proposition learnt, but also any
evidence that (s)he has about how (s)he came to learn that proposition.26 We might think that
this point in itself is enough to rescue the OP Principle, and that my distinction between basicknowledge and super-knowledge is not needed. My response to this, in short, is to point out
that sometimes an agent needs to super-know (rather than merely basic-know) a proposition,
in order to be able to bring his or her evidence about the information-gathering process to
bear.

24

Thanks to Darren Bradley for suggesting the relevance of this issue to my arguments.

25

I say 'often' rather than 'always', because while of course there will always be processes at work

that lead to an agent's coming to know a piece of information, in many cases it is not obvious that one
process in particular is the salient one.
26

There is disagreement over exactly how this evidence of the selection/information-gathering

process should be taken into account. Some recent discussion can be found in (Hutchison, 1999; Korb,
1994; Kotzen, 2012).
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I now work through this reasoning more slowly, using the case of the World's Smallest Lottery
as a guide. Recall that I used this case to argue that the OP Principle — with the relevant
instance of 'know' interpreted as basic-know — is false. The thought was that you know that
there is a proposition E (either WIN2, WIN3 or WIN4) such that if you were to come to (basic)know E, then your credence in WIN1 would rationally go to 1/3. By the OP Principle, it follows
that your credence in WIN1 ought to be 1/3 at once — but this is clearly false, and so, I argued,
the OP Principle (with the relevant instance of 'know' interpreted as basic-know) leads us
astray. But now we might wonder whether it is true that if you were to come to (basic-)know
E, then your credence in WIN1 would rationally go to 1/3. A rational agent ought to take into
account not just the most obvious proposition learnt, but also any evidence (s)he has about
the information-gathering process. If you were to take all relevant evidence into account in
the counterfactual scenario where you come to (basic-)know E, then is it true that your
credence in WIN1 would go to 1/3?

In the original scenario, I specified the relevant counterfactual case as one where you come
to (basic-) know just E. But it might be objected that there is no such counterfactual case, for
surely if you were to learn, say, WIN3, you would also learn something about how you came
to gain this information.27 To deal with this objection, I flesh out the scenario as follows.

27

I maintain that it is possible to learn some proposition without also learning something about how

you came to learn this proposition (see footnote 4), and so I think that the scenario is coherent as
originally described. I offer the argument in the main text here as a response to an objector who
disagrees — i.e. who maintains that necessarily whenever you learn a proposition, you also learn
something about how you came to learn it, and so that the scenario as originally described is
incoherent.
20

Suppose that, having drawn the winning tickets, the organizer considers letting you know the
outcome of one of tickets 2–4. (S)he decides not to do this, but easily could have, so there are
close possible worlds where (s)he does. In these close possible worlds, (s)he chooses which
ticket to reveal to you by random selection (so each of tickets 2–4 is equally likely to be
selected), and you know that this is the set-up. Thus there is a counterfactual case in which
you come to know the outcome of ticket 2, and here you know what the informationgathering process was: the organizer selected a ticket from amongst tickets 2, 3 and 4 at
random, and told you the outcome for that ticket regardless of whether it won or lost.
Similarly there are counterfactual cases in which you come to know the outcomes of tickets
3 and 4 in a similar way. Thus there must be a counterfactual case in which you come to know
proposition E, where E is defined in the usual way, as the proposition that is G. In the
counterfactual case where you come to know E, your credence in WIN1 should be 1/3.28 You
know this to be the case, so this instance of the antecedent of the OP Principle holds: you
know there is some proposition E such that if you were to come to (basic-)know E, your
credence in WIN1 should be 1/3. Thus the OP Principle leads us astray here, even when we are
careful to remember that a rational agent takes all his or her relevant evidence into account.

28

To see this, suppose that E is WIN3: similar reasoning applies if E is instead either WIN2 or WIN4.

Then when WIN3 is revealed to you, you come to know both WIN3 (E), and (F) the fact that ticket 3
has been randomly selected from amongst tickets 2, 3 and 4 to be revealed to you. Thus your new
credence in WIN1 should equal your prior credence conditional on this new evidence, i.e.
Cr(WIN1|WIN3&F) = Cr(WIN1&WIN3&F)/Cr(WIN3&F). Cr(WIN1&WIN3&F) = Cr(WIN1&WIN3)xCr(F),
because F is independent of (WIN1&WIN3): which ticket was randomly selected to be revealed to you
does not depend on which tickets have been selected to win the lottery. Thus Cr(WIN1&WIN3&F) =
Cr(WIN1&WIN3)xCr(F)=1/6 x 1/3 = 1/18. Similarly Cr(WIN3&F) = Cr(WIN3)xCr(F) = 1/2 x 1/3 = 1/6. Thus
Cr(WIN1|WIN3&F) = 1/18/1/6 = 1/3.
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The problem here is that the agent cannot bring all his or her evidence to bear in the
counterfactual case, because in that case (s)he does not super-know E, and so does not know
that the proposition that she has learnt is E. We can see E as a proposition that is 'selected' in
a particular way from amongst the population of true propositions that express the outcome
for tickets 2–4.29 This selection process does not sample at random from amongst this
population. Rather, it is biased towards propositions about tickets that have won; and it is
biased towards propositions that concern tickets with smaller numbers. Thus E is most likely
to be the proposition WIN2 (with probability 1/2); it is next most likely to be proposition WIN3
(with probability 1/3); then proposition WIN4 (with probability 1/6); and it cannot be any of
propositions LOSE2, LOSE3 or LOSE4. In a counterfactual case in which the agent comes to
basic-know but not super-know E, the agent cannot make use of this information about how
the proposition that (s)he has learnt has been selected. However, in a counterfactual case in
which the agent comes to also super-know E, the agent can identify the proposition that (s)he
has learnt as E, and so (s)he can take into account the information that (s)he has about the
selection procedure. This extra information may affect the agent's credence in WIN1, and this
is how — with the relevant instance of 'know' taken as super-know — we manage to avoid
the troublesome instantiation of the OP Principle.

In summary then I have argued that we cannot rescue the OP Principle merely by reflecting
that a rational agent will take into account any evidence that (s)he has about selection
procedures. An agent has to recognize the proposition that (s)he has come to know as E

29

Here 'selected' is metaphorical: nobody has selected the proposition. For another metaphorical use

of this term, see (Bradley, 2012, pp. 155-6).
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before (s)he can make full use of any evidence (s)he has about how proposition E was
selected. And an agent will recognize the proposition that (s)he has come to know as E only if
(s)he super-knows that proposition. Thus the distinction between basic-knowledge and
super-knowledge is necessary to rescue the OP Principle.

I turn now to apply the points that I have made to two topics in the literature: the Reflection
Principle and the Sure-Thing Principle.

5. The Reflection Principle

The Reflection Principle in its original form strikes many as implausible (Christensen, 1991;
Talbott, 1991), so here I focus on a much more compelling version of the principle, 'Expert
Deference' (Gaifman, 1988; Hall, 1994; Elga A. , 2007; Titelbaum, 2013; Hedden, 2015) which
we can state as follows: you ought to defer to any agent whom you regard as an expert, where
you (with credence function Cr) regard an agent as an expert iff you know that for some
proposition E, the expert's credence function Crex is identical to your own credence function
conditionalized on E (i.e. CrE).

As I mentioned in section 1, Expert Deference is closely related to the OP Principle: indeed it
follows from the generalized version of the OP Principle. As such, though Expert Deference
appears so plausible, it faces a number of puzzling counterexamples (Elga A. , 2000;
Arntzenius, 2003; Bovens & Rabinowicz, 2011; Bronfman, 2015; Mahtani, 2016). I begin by
constructing a typical counterexample using my scenario of the World's Smallest Lottery.
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The scenario is as before, except this time you have brought 3 friends with you: Alice, Bob
and Carol. The lottery organizer tells Alice the outcome of ticket 2, Bob the outcome of ticket
3, and Carol the outcome of ticket 4. Thus one of these three friends has learnt proposition E
(where once again E is the proposition that is G). You are certain that all three friends have all
the relevant evidence that you have, and have simply conditionalized on the extra true
proposition that they have each learnt. Let us call the friend who has learnt proposition E the
'E-person'. The E-person may not know that (s)he is the E-person. Nevertheless by 'Expert
Deference' you ought to defer to this E-person, and furthermore you know that the E-person
has a credence of 1/3 in WIN1.30 Thus, by Expert Deference, you too ought to have a credence
of 1/3 in WIN1. Clearly however this is not correct, and so Expert Deference has led us astray
here.31

30

To see this, suppose that E happens to be WIN3: the reasoning goes through similarly if we suppose

instead that E is WIN2 or WIN4. Then Bob is the E-person, because he is the person who gets to know
the outcome of ticket 3. We can assume for simplicity that the scenario is set up so that Bob knows in
advance that he will get to learn the outcome of ticket 3 (just as Alice knows that she'll get to learn
the outcome of ticket 2, and Carol knows that she'll get to learn the outcome of ticket 4). Then Bob
can be sure that if WIN3 is true, then he will learn it from the organizer, and similarly if LOSE3 is true
then he will learn this from the organizer. Thus on learning WIN3 he can conditionalize
straightforwardly on this claim, and so will have a credence of 1/3 in WIN1.
31

It is clearly not correct, because it is counterintuitive: obviously you ought to have a credence of 1/2,

not 1/3, in WIN1. If you prefer not to rely on intuition here, then we can also show that Expert
Deference entails inconsistent claims. For consider that just as one of your friends must have learnt
proposition E, so another must have learnt proposition E', defined as follows: E' is LOSE2 if LOSE2 is
true; otherwise E' is LOSE3 if LOSE3 is true; otherwise E' is LOSE4. By expert deference you ought to
defer to this friend (the 'E'-person'), and you can be sure that this friend has a credence of 2/3 in WIN1,
so Expert Deference requires you to have a credence of 2/3 in WIN1. Thus Expert Deference requires
you to have both a credence of 1/3 and a credence of 2/3 in WIN1, and this is contradictory.
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The correct strategy for rescuing Expert Deference parallels the correct strategy for rescuing
the generalized version of the OP Principle: we need to draw a distinction between basicknowledge and super-knowledge. You are not required to defer to an agent who you know
has come to basic-know E, but you are required to defer to an agent who you know has come
to super-know E. To put this more precisely we need to make use of our new terminology: if
your credence function is Cr, then your credence function updated as rationality requires on
coming to basic-know E, is CrE, and your credence function updated as rationality requires on
coming to super-know E, is Cr*E. Then we can refine our definition of an expert. You (with
credence function Cr) regard an agent as an expert iff you know that for some proposition E,
the expert's credence function Crex is identical to your own credence function updated as
rationality requires on coming to super-know E (i.e. Cr*E).

We can now deal with our counterexample to Group Reflection straightforwardly. The Eperson — i.e. the friend who has learnt proposition E — is not an expert after all. You know
that the E-person has come to basic-know E, and has updated as rationality requires, but you
don't know that the E-person has come to super-know E. And this is because for all you know
the E-person may not know that (s)he is the E-person, and so does not know that the
proposition that (s)he has just learnt is E.

This explains why it is that whether you are rationally required to defer to an agent can
depend on how that agent is designated (Bronfman, 2015; Mahtani, 2016). For example, you
consider Alice an expert and so are required to defer to her because you know that she has
come to know some proposition that you don't know, and that under any designator that you
might use to pick this proposition out (e.g. 'the extra proposition that Alice has come to
25

know'), Alice will recognize the proposition so designated. In contrast, you need not consider
the E-person as an expert, and so are not required to defer to him or her, for even though you
know there is a proposition that the E-person (basic-)knows and you don't, namely E, you
don't expect the E-person to recognize the proposition so designated. More generally, you
cannot designate any proposition that you don't know but that you do know the E-person has
come to super-know. Thus you consider Alice an expert, but you don't consider the E-person
an expert, even though Alice and the E-person may be one and the same. 32

Having shown how the distinction between basic-know and super-know can be used to
formulate a plausible version of the Reflection Principle, I turn now to the Sure-Thing
Principle.

6. The Sure-Thing Principle (Savage, 1954)

We can introduce the principle using as usual the World's Smallest Lottery as an example.
Let's suppose that you are trying to decide whether to buy a cup of coffee, but you don't yet
know whether you have won the lottery (i.e. whether WIN1 is true). To help you decide, you
consider whether you would buy a cup of coffee if you were to come to know that WIN1 is
true, and you conclude that you would; you then consider whether you would buy a cup of
coffee if you were to come to know that WIN1 is not true, and you conclude that you would.

32

See (Bronfman, 2015; Mahtani, 2016) for further discussion of this point, and to see how this relates

to the 'Stopping Time Restriction' on the Reflection Principle (Schervish, Seidenfeld, & Kadane, 2004).
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According to the Sure-Thing Principle, then, you ought to just go ahead and decide to buy a
cup of coffee without waiting to find out whether WIN1 is true.

Savage claimed that this sort of informal presentation of the principle involved 'new
undefined technical terms referring to knowledge and possibility', which (in his view)
rendered this informal presentation of the principle 'mathematically useless without still
more postulates governing these terms' (Savage, 1954, p. 22). For this reason, Savage turned
to a formal treatment, but there has nevertheless been plenty of interest in the informal
presentation, including various objections (Jeffrey, 1982; McClennen, 1988). In this section I
focus on a particular puzzle concerning the informally presented principle. To see this puzzle,
first consider this 'Generalized Sure-Thing Principle':

If:

for some action A, an agent knows that there is a proposition E such that if (s)he were
to come to know E, then she would decide to do A

Then: that agent ought to decide to do A.

This principle seems like a sensible generalization of the reasoning behind the Sure-Thing
Principle, and given that the Sure-Thing Principle seemed compelling, this more general
principle may seem compelling too. However this principle is definitely false, as we can see
once again by applying it in the case of the World's Smallest Lottery. Suppose that — unlike
in the above example — you would decide to buy a cup of coffee (perhaps to console yourself)
if and only if your credence that you had won the lottery (i.e. your credence in WIN1) is strictly
less than 1/2. As things stand, you do not decide to buy a cup of coffee, because your credence
27

in WIN1 is 1/2. However, you know that there is a proposition — namely E (defined as usual
as the proposition that is G) — such that if you were to come to know it, your credence in
WIN1 would be 1/3, and so you would decide to buy a cup of coffee. By our Generalized SureThing Principle, then, you ought to decide at once to buy a cup of coffee. But that is clearly
false, so the principle has led us astray here.33

It has been noted that the Sure-Thing Principle is plausible only in cases where what might be
learnt forms a partition (Aumann, Hart, & Perry, 2005). Thus we can locate the problem in the
previous example by pointing out that the different propositions that you might come to
know when you come to (basic-)know E do not form a partition. For example, E might be the
proposition WIN2, or it might be the proposition WIN3, and these two propositions might
both be true together. However this leaves us with the question of why it is that the principle
is plausible only in cases where what might be learnt forms a partition. The Generalized SureThing Principle looks at first sight compelling just as it is, without any restriction added. As
Aumann et al. put it, considering a case where the possibilities do not form a partition, 'on its
face, the reasoning leading to the conclusion appears no less compelling than before'
(Aumann, Hart, & Perry, 2005, p. 8). How can we explain this?

The Generalized Sure-Thing Principle is compelling but false. As usual, the explanation for this
turns on the distinction between basic-know and super-know. The Generalized Sure-Thing
Principle is compelling because it is true under one reading — with the instance of 'know'

33

Once again, we could show that the principle leads not just to counterintuitive conclusions, but to

contradictory conclusions by extending the example.
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immediately before 'E' read as super-know; yet it is false under another reading — with the
instance of 'know' immediately before 'E' read as basic-know. We can see then why we were
led astray when we applied the principle (for the second time) to the case of the World's
Smallest Lottery. It is true that you know that if you were to come to basic-know E, then you
would have a credence of 1/3 in WIN1, and so would decide to buy a cup of coffee. But it is
not true that you know that if you were to come to super-know E, then you would have a
credence of 1/3 in WIN1, and so would decide to buy a cup of coffee. For E might be WIN4,
say, and then if you were to come to super-know E (i.e. to know that E is WIN4), you could at
once infer WIN1, in which case you would not decide to buy a cup of coffee. Thus if we
interpret the relevant instance of 'know' as super-know, the Generalized Sure-Thing Principle
does not lead us astray.

I now finish by comparing my response to the Generalized Sure-Thing Principle to that of
Aumann et al. (Aumann, Hart, & Perry, 2005). Aumann et al. point out that a rational agent
pays attention not just to what evidence (s)he has gained, but also to how it has been gained.
In their terminology, we can distinguish between an event E occurring, and an agent receiving
some signal s that event E has occurred. Thus for example, in our case of the World's Smallest
Lottery, we might distinguish between ticket 3's being a losing ticket (E), and the organizer
telling you that ticket 3 is a losing ticket (s). Where an event E does not entail its signal s, you
need to be sure to conditionalize not on E (the event's occurring), but rather on s (the fact
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that you have received the signal), taking into account whatever information you have about
the signalling process.34

Is this point enough to rescue the Generalized Sure-Thing Principle, without any need for my
distinction between basic-know and super-know? I claim that it is not. As discussed in section
4, sometimes an agent needs to super-know a proposition in order to be able to bring to bear
whatever evidence (s)he has about the relevant information-gathering process. Similarly,
sometimes an agent needs to be able to identify a signal by name in order to bring to bear his
or her information about the signalling function that produced it. We can see this in our
counterexample to the Generalized Sure-Thing Principle in the case above. You know that if
you were to come to (basic-)know just E, then you would have a credence of 1/3 in WIN1, and
so would decide to buy a cup of coffee. In this counterfactual situation you are updating on
all your relevant evidence: you are taking into account any information you have (which may
be none) about the relevant signalling function. Thus you are not lacking in rationality in this
counterfactual situation: what you are lacking is knowledge that the proposition that is all
that you have come to know — the signal that you have received — is E. Had you known that

34

Aumann et. al. provide a model to spell-out their position. They suggest that in cases where an agent

receives a signal without knowing what the relevant signalling process was, the model is incoherent,
and so presumably cannot provide any guidance (Aumann, Hart, & Perry, 2005, p. 8). However
situations in which agents receive signals without being certain of the relevant signalling function are
so common that it seems undesirable to exclude these situations from the account. I therefore assume
a natural extension of the account of Aumann et. al., and assume that a rational agent will take into
account any evidence that (s)he has about the relevant signalling function — even if the agent is in a
state of uncertainty about it.
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it was E, your credence in WIN1 would have adjusted accordingly, and the troublesome
antecedent of the Generalized Sure-Thing Principle would have been false.

On my view then, the way to rescue the Generalized Sure-Thing Principle is to recognize that
it is ambiguous as it stands. As Savage pointed out (Savage, 1954, p. 22) the principle involves
terms such as 'knowledge' which are not fully defined. We have seen here how the ambiguity
in the term 'knowledge' has left the principle open to two different interpretations — one
certainly false, and one possibly true. Here I have distinguished these two readings, and so
unearthed a more plausible version of the Generalized Sure-Thing Principle.

Conclusion

The word 'know', when followed by the name for a proposition, can be interpreted in two
ways: as basic-know or as super-know. Recognizing this distinction is the key to solving a range
of puzzles, and clarifying several debates. Here I have shown how the distinction can be used
to construct plausible versions of the Opaque Proposition Principle, the Reflection Principle,
and the Sure-Thing Principle.
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